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Mie scattering of magnetic spheres
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The Mie scattering intensity of a magnetic sphere has been derived by extending the classical Mie scattering
approach to a media where the dielectric constant is no more a real number but a tensor with a gyrotropic form.
Using a perturbation method the propagation equations of the electromagnetic field are derived. For an incident
plane wave the magnetization effect could be detectable. The Mie scattering intensity is analyzed for special
incident wave configurations, in particular, for the case where the magnetic field of the incident plane wave is
polarized along the magnetization direction. This magnetization effect is most important for the finger pattern
of the backscattering intensity. Magnetic Mie scattering is still significant for a magnetic sphere of radius larger
than 10 nm.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Magnetic nanostructures are of growing interest, in p
ticular due to their potential industrial applications to hi
density magnetic recording media. The conventional m
netic characterization techniques@1# are limited to the study
of large clusters or to large ensembles of particles@2#. Then
the interpretation of the data is not trivial due the shape
cluster size distribution. A recent experiment on the magn
anisotropy of a single cobalt nanocluster used a new mic
superconducting quantum interference device~micro-
SQUID! set up@3#.

The determination of the magnetization of clusters h
been the subject of many theoretical@4# and experimenta
studies@5# . The experimental studies are based on Stern
Gerlach deflection measurements. The aim of the presen
ticle is to show that magnetic effects can be detected by
scattering experiments. This would provide then an alter
tive way to determine the magnetization. It is well know
that the interaction of an electromagnetic wave with a m
netic sphere is weak. However, as our calculations show
magnetization effects are detectable.

In Sec. II we discuss the model and in Sec. III we rep
on the influence of the magnetization direction on the M
scattering intensity profile.

II. THE MODEL

Of course the classical Mie scattering@6# of an electro-
magnetic wave by a metallic nonmagnetic sphere is c
trolled by the Maxwell equations of the electromagnetic fie
(EW , HW ). For a linear, isotropic, and homogeneous mediumEW

andHW are solutions of the following equations:

¹2EW 1k2EW 50W , ~1!

¹2HW 1k2HW 50W , ~2!

wherek2 is equal tov2em. Here,v is the wave frequency
and e and m are, respectively, the dielectric and magne
constants of the media which are both scalar numbers.
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Let us recall briefly the method developed by Mie to sol
the scattering problem. We introduce the incident elect
magnetic wave (EW i ,BW i), the scattered fields (EW sc ,BW sc), and
the inner fields (EW in ,BW in). These fields have to obey Eqs.~1!
and~2!. At the boundary between the metallic sphere and
surrounding media we apply the continuity conditions

~EW i1EW sc2EW in!3eW r50W , ~3!

~HW i1HW sc2HW in!3eW r50W , ~4!

whereeW r is a vector perpendicular to the sphere .
We assume now that the medium displays a magnetiza

along thez axis. Then, the dielectric constante is no more a
scalar, but a tensor which has a gyrotropic form

e5S e0 exy 0

2exy e0 0

0 0 e0

D . ~5!

From symmetry consideration@7# one gets that the off-
diagonal terms ine are linear functions of the magnetizatio
M. They represent the magneto-optical Kerr effect contrib
tion to e and are derived from polar Kerr ellipticity an
rotation measurement@8#. Note, formally we could write

exy5Als-oM1•••, ~6!

wherels-o is the spin-orbit coupling constant. In small clu
tersls-o may be larger than in bulk material@9#.

Applying a coordinate axis transformation of Eq.~4! to a
laboratory frame,e can be rewritten for any arbitrary mag
netization direction as

e5e0I 1e8. ~7!

Here, e8 is a matrix proportional to the magnetization M
Moreover,e8 is different from zero only in the inner spher
region. Therefore, the wave equations for the electrom
netic fields are written as
©2004 The American Physical Society06-1
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¹2EW 1v2e0mEW 52v2me8EW , ~8!

¹2HW 1v2e0mHW 52v2me8HW . ~9!

Here, e8 can be regarded as a perturbation toe. Thus, it
seems natural to apply a perturbation approach. HenceEW

andHW are written as

EW 5EW 01EW 11•••, ~10!

HW 5HW 01HW 11•••. ~11!

EW 0 andHW 0 are the fields without the magnetization and giv
by Eqs. ~1! and ~2! as in the classical Mie approach. Th
termsEW i andHW i result from the magnetization of the sphe
in i th order perturbation theory.

Let us investigate the first-order field correctionsEW 1, HW 1

~the higher corrections are obtained similarly!. It follows that

¹2EW 11v2e0mEW 152v2me8EW 0, ~12!

¹2HW 11v2e0mHW 152v2me8HW 0. ~13!

In Eqs.~12! and~13!, the termsv2me8EW 0 andv2me8HW 0 can
be regarded as source terms. Therefore,EW 1 and HW 1 can be
obtained with the Green function method. Let us denote
G0

(E,H)(rW,rW8) the Green function forEW andHW if M50:

¹2G0
(E,H)~rW,rW8!1v2e0mG0

(E,H)~rW,rW8!524pd~rW,rW8!.
~14!

Due to the spherical symmetry it is convenient to expa
G0

(E,H)(rW,rW8) in terms of spherical harmonics. Thus,

G0
(E,H)~rW,rW8!5G0

(E,H)~r ,u,f;r 8,u8,f8!

5(
l ,m

gW l~r ,r 8!Ylm* ~u8,f8!Ylm~u,f!. ~15!

From Eq.~13! it follows that gW l(r ,r 8) is a solution of

S d2

dr2
1

2

r

d

dr
1ev2m2

l ~ l 11!

r 2 D gW l~r ,r 8!52
1

r 2
d~r 2r 8!.

~16!

Let a be the radius of the spherical cluster. ThengW l(r ,r 8) has
formally three different solutions:

~1! If r ,a and r 8,a,

gl~r ,r 8!5 j l~kr,!@Ahl
1~kr.!1Bhl

2~kr.!#. ~17!

~2! If r .a and r 8.a,
02660
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gl~r ,r 8!5hl
1~k8r .!@C jl~k8r ,!1Dyl~kr,!#. ~18!

~3! For all other cases,

gl~r ,r 8!5Ehl
1~k8r .! j l~kr,!. ~19!

The coefficientsA, B, C, D, and E are derived from the
boundary conditions. Thus, the first-order contributions
the fields due to the magnetization are

EW 1~rW !5E E E
DS

e8v2mEW in
0 ~rW8!G0

(E)~rW,rW8!drW8, ~20!

HW 1~rW !5E E E
DS

e8v2mHW in
0 ~rW8!G0

(H)~rW,rW8!drW8. ~21!

DS is the inner volume of the sphere. Higher order pertur
tion contributions to the fields are obtained straightforwar
in a similar way.

III. RESULTS

We apply our model to a cobalt sphere. Note, for rad
larger than a critical radiusacr the sphere is no more a mono
magnetic domain~for cobalt acr530 nm). Nevertheless an
applied magnetic field may cause a single domain struc
and will control the direction of the magnetization. The d
electric tensor is dependent on the frequency of the elec

FIG. 1. Mie Scattering geometry of a magnetic spherical clus
The incident plane wave is propagating along thez axis, the electric
and magnetic fields are polarized along thex andy axis. The mag-
netizationM has an unspecified direction.
6-2
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magnetic wave. We use the optical constant obtained
Johnsonet al. @10# and derive the off-diagonal part of th
dielectric tensor from the bulk measurement of Kerr ellipt
ity and rotation done by Zeperet al. @11#. The bulk value
used are a good first guess for answering if the magnetiza
effect on the Mie scattering is significant or not. Note, o
guess gets better for larger cluster.

The incident electromagnetic field (EW i ,BW i) is a plane
wave propagating along thez axis with an electric field po-
larized along thex axis and the magnetic field along they

axis ~see Fig. 1!. The direction of the magnetizationMW is
assumed to be arbitrary. From Eqs.~20! and ~21!, we note
that the field correctionsEW 1 andHW 1 involve only integrations
over a small volume of the sphere. As a consequence
corrections are weak. Therefore, generally the magnetiza
has a weak effect on the value of the electromagnetic fi
and on the total Mie scattering cross sectionW:

W5
1

2
ReE

0

2pE
0

p

dudfr 2sin~u!2~EifHscu* 2EiuHscf*

2EscuHif* 1EscfHiu* !. ~22!

However, the magnetization effect could be detected for s
cial directions of the differential cross section for which t
contributions given byEW 0 andHW 0 are small. This is the cas
for the classical Mie scattering when the size of the cluste
of the same order as the wavelength. Then the backscatte
spectra displays some finger pattern. In Fig. 2, the backs
tered intensityI o,back in the2Z direction has been plotted v
the cluster radiusa(Å) for different wavelengths or energie
Ev of the electromagnetic waves.I o,back is sensitive to these
two parameters. ForEv55 eV, I o,back is very small for a
radius of 2400 Å.

FIG. 2. Without the magnetization effect, the backscattering
tensity I o,back in the 2Z direction vs the cluster radiusa(Å) for
different wavelength@energyEv51 eV ~solid line!, Ev53.5 eV
~dashed line!, and Ev55 eV ~long-dashed line!#, respectively,eo

worth 229.761 i40.00, 24.5921 i7.778, and21.5691 i5.58.
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Now let us discuss the effect of the magnetization on
Mie scattering. We investigate first the case where the clu
radius is of the order of the magnitude of the wavelength.
choose a value of the radius of 2600 Å such that forEv

55 eV the backscattering intensity is small. Our calculati
shows that the effect of the magnetization is small. But it
more important and detectable for special directions of
magnetization. This is the case if the magnetization is ess
tially along theBW i ~i.e., along the y axis!.

In Fig. 3, we report results for the Mie scattering intens
for different wave energies in the half planex-z (X.0), i.e.,
in the plane containingEW andkW . We use the polar represen
tation and the axis units are arbitrary. The solid line is t
classical Mie scattering curve~for H50). We plot also the
first-order changes due to the magnetization, whenMW is
along the positivey axis ~long-dashed curve!, and when it is
along the negativey axis ~dashed curve!.

-

FIG. 3. Results for the angle-dependent magnetic Mie scatte
intensity using a first-order calculation. The wave energy isEv

55 eV ~1 eV!. The angle refers to the polar coordinate in thez-x
plane and the axis units are arbitrary. The cobalt sphere has a ra
of 2600 Å. The long-dashed~dashed! curve is for a magnetization
along the positive~negative! y axis. The solid curve refers to th
case when no magnetization is present. We useeo5229.76
1 i40.00 (21.5691 i5.58) and exy521.921 i0.41 (20.059
1 i0.122) in~b! @~a!# for Ev51 eV ~5 eV!.
6-3
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The effect of the magnetization is maximal whenMW is
parallel to they axis: in fact the boundary conditions Eq.~3!
and~4! give some relations on the normal components of
fields which are more affected for thisM direction. The for-
ward intensity displays a lobe shape which is increasing~de-
creasing! whenM is along the positive~negative! y axis. The
spectra is essentially modified foru5p/4: for Ev55 eV the
largest effect is nearly 10% as forEv51 eV it is 25%. For
u50 ~or p) the M effect does not occur, the corrections
the field are very weak. The fingering pattern of the ba
scattered spectra is more modified and complex~Fig. 4!. The
zeroth-order spectra is no more always located between
ones obtained withMW parallel or antiparallel to they axis.
Note that foru5p/2 andEv55 eV the zeroth-order inten
sity is very small, but the first order one due to magnetizat
is large.

FIG. 4. Finger pattern of the first order calculation of the ang
dependent magnetic Mie backscattering Intensity for a wave en
Ev55 eV ~3.5 eV!.The angle refers to the polar coordinate in t
z-x plane and the axis units are arbitrary. The cobalt sphere h
radius of 2600 Å. The long-dashed~dashed! curve refers to the cas
where the magnetization is along the positive~negative! y axis. The
solid curve refers to the case ofM50. We useeo524.592
1 i7.778 (21.5691 i5.58) andexy520.16132 i0.0733 (20.059
1 i0.122) in~b! @~a!# for Ev53.5 eV ~5 eV!.
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For smaller cluster radius the finger pattern disappe
The spectra for a radius of 260 Å display a significant eff
of the magnetization foru5p/4 or 3p/4 with changes of
25% forEv55 eV ~Fig. 5!. For a radius of 150 Å the effec
amounts is only to 8% and for 100 Å only to 4%.

IV. CONCLUSION

The present calculation has shown that the Mie scatte
from a magnetic sphere results most significantly in the m
netization when the incident wave is a planar electrom
netic wave withMW along the incident magnetic field axis an
the detection plane is determined by the incident elec
field and kW . To control experimentally the direction of th
magnetization an applied magnetic field can be applied.

For a cluster radius of the same order of magnitude as
light wavelength, the finger pattern of the intensity profile
more affected than the forward lobe shape whenMW is paral-
lel or antiparallel to the incident magnetic field . Even f
smaller cluster, this effect is still detectable for a radi
larger than 100 Å. For smaller cluster size, it would be
teresting to investigate the nonlinear optical properties.

We have seen that for small magnetic spheres magne
affects the Mie scattering. An important problem is to det
mine the magnetization from Mie scattering intensity profi
Note, for small clusters the magnetization is size depend
Hence, for known cluster sizes it is possible to determine
magnetization by fitting the experimental Mie scatteri
spectra to the calculated ones by usingexy . The analysis
should be repeated for different wavelength energies.
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FIG. 5. First order calculation of the angle-dependent magn
Mie scattering intensity for a wave energyEv55 eV. The angle
refers to the polar coordinate in thez-x plane and the axis units ar
arbitrary. The cobalt sphere has a radius of 260 Å. The long-das
~dashed! curve refers to the case where the magnetization is al
the positive~negative! y axis. The solid curve refers toM50. We
useeo521.5691 i5.58 andexy520.0591 i0.122.
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